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Untouched (x86x64).torrent Category:Multilingual software Category:Pirate software groupsTexting while driving in the central part of Sweden is an offence punishable with fines of up to &200 ($230, AU$295) and driver's licence suspension, and many people text throughout the day, a new study has found. According to the study, almost half the people in a representative group of Stockholm
drivers admitted to texting when they drove. "Our conclusions must not be overstated. The study is not representative and we do not know if the text car drivers are representative of the text drivers in general," said Peter Kulmala of Umeå University in Sweden, who led the study. "However, this is a small study and the results should be treated as a warning sign. We need more studies like this one."
The study, published in the latest issue of the British Medical Journal, was based on three days of observation of 70 public road users in the city centre of Stockholm. Of those studied, 70% admitted to having texted or sending an e-mail while driving. Texting while driving has been illegal in Sweden since 2008. Swedish police can only show the estimated range of speed in which a driver travels and
checks that the driver is obeying traffic laws. There are no cameras that can detect what a driver is doing with their eyes or hands. Sweden in 2008 became the first country in the world to make phone use a more significant offence than drink driving. Last year, a local court ruled that anyone caught driving while talking on their mobile phone could be jailed. For drivers using a hands-free device, the
penalty is a fine of up to &150 ($175, AU$200). The police can, however, confiscate the phone to which it was attached, for up to 72 hours. The rules also apply to devices used for listening to music or other audio f678ea9f9e
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